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INTRODUCTION
Joyceville Institution is the site of the last remaining prison abattoir in Canada.i Prior to the closures
of federally funded prison farms in Canada (2009-2011), there were other prison abattoirs that
processed animals to produce meat for prison food service, as well as commercial sale of the
“higher priced meat.”
After the prison farm closures, the
Correctional Service of Canada (CSC)
introduced
its
Food
Service
Modernization initiative in 2014,
centralizing all food production under a
heavily criticized “cook-chill” model.ii
Prison abattoirs no longer produced meat
for service into prisons. All were phased
out except the Joyceville abattoir, which
shifted to a fully commercial enterprise.

The abattoir at Joyceville Institution is owned
by CSC. It was constructed in 1960.iii In 1963,
Pittsburgh Institution (now amalgamated as
Joyceville Minimum) was established as the “Joyceville Farm Annex.”iv
From 1960-1995, the abattoir was operated by prison staff and CORCAN, the agency responsible
for federal prison work programs; in 1995, CSC introduced a public-private partnership to lower
the operating costs of the abattoir and generate additional revenue.v CSC leased the abattoir to a
private business, Wallace Beef, to act as the operator.vi The relationship between CSC and Wallace
Beef is the longest standing public-private partnership in Canadian correctional history.vii
Although the abattoir has been in operation for over 60 years, this report provides a review of the
problems associated with the current 26-year partnership between CSC and Wallace Beef, as
catalogued here in highlights from nearly 1000 pages of documents obtained by Evolve Our Prison
Farms through Access to Information.
Understanding prison labour in Canada
Prisoners in Canada are not legally classified as employees. They are not permitted to unionize or
quit their jobs (though they may appeal for transfer to another job placement). Wages received are
not considered payment for employment but rather incentive to participate in programming related
to job skills training.

The maximum payment a federal prisoner can receive per day is $6.90 for full-time work (8 hours),
a rate set in 1981 based on 15% of minimum wage at the time (this rate has been frozen ever since).
Only a small minority of prisoners (fewer than 10%) receive this Level A pay rate. All prisoners
earn less than $1.00 per hour before 30% administrative deductions.viii
In 2012, CSC discontinued “incentive pay” which provided prisoners with an additional $0.50$2.30 per hour while working in CORCAN industries, including the abattoir.ix There is only one
remaining incentive exception: work assignments in the Joyceville abattoir pay $3.00 per hour.

Although CORCAN pays inmates $3.00 per hour for abattoir work, CSC invoices Wallace Beef
at minimum wage ($12.88) minus a training fee ($4.52) per offender hour worked. CSC’s revenue
also includes an annual leasing fee (currently $61,245.00) and utilities and property taxes
($70,962.00). Some versions of the contract also have CSC receiving $8.00 per animal processed.

VIOLATIONS
Human Rights Violations
i.

Associating underpaid prison labour with the private sector

According to the United Nations International Labour Organization (UN ILO), prison labour may
only be associated with the private sector if it meets specific conditions including voluntariness
and freedom from coercion or fear of penalty, as well as working conditions and wages equivalent
to free workers. If these conditions are not met, it is classified as forced labour and a violation of
human rights.x
The Joyceville abattoir is owned by CSC and licensed to a private company Wallace Beef, which
operates a for-profit commercial enterprise employing inmates who are paid $3.00 per hour.
Participation in prison work programs is a condition of inmates’ progress towards parole, and
inmates are not permitted to quit a job.
All other violations aside, the fundamental conditions of CSC’s partnership with Wallace Beef
constitutes a violation of human rights and a form of forced labour that would be deemed criminal
by the UN ILO.

ii.

“Inmates cannot quit a job”

iii.

Comparison: Guelph Correctional abattoir
From the 1970s to the early 1990s, an abattoir operated on the
grounds of the provincial Guelph Correctional Centre,
employing inmates in partnership with private companies
Essex Packers and Better Beef Limited.
In this case, inmates worked alongside free workers and
earned equal wages. It also set a historical precedent when the
employees (inmates and civilians together) successfully
unionized in 1977, although no other attempts to unionize
prison labour have been successful in Canada.xi
Unlike the Joyceville abattoir, the Guelph abattoir met the
conditions set by the UN ILO for private sector use of prison
labour. Still, the program was fraught with difficulty as the
provincial government was criticized for “undue meddling in
the free market.”xii

There were also complaints
about prisoners taking jobs
from free workers and
earning higher wages than
xiii
many free workers. Legitimate questions were also raised
about employing inmates in abattoir work, using knives, hooks,
and electric torches to slaughter, hang, bleed out and butcher
animals.

“An inmate at Guelph Correctional Centre shows off the strength he uses to
pry apart jaws of steer skulls at work at Better Beef Ltd., a private packing
firm operating on the grounds of the reformatory.” Photo Pat Brennan 1982

Correctional staff – who admitted that they did not like
entering the abattoir – addressed concerns about employing
prisoners in slaughter work by admitting “there is risk
involved” and “the inmates will have to be very, very
carefully picked.”
By contrast, at the Joyceville abattoir, documents show that
correctional staff were under pressure to rush psychological
assessments of inmates assigned to the abattoir in order to
“meet financial targets” (see Institutional Violations
Rushing psychological assessments to “meet financial
targets”).
Later, CSC staff discovered that psychological assessments
had been discontinued altogether after CSC psychologists
“allegedly” refused to continue conducting psychological
assessments for the purposes of putting prisoners to work in
the abattoir (see Institutional Violations Discontinuing
psychological assessments “due to liability concerns”).
Flippantly, it is stated in CSC correspondence that “given
the inmates we have had down there, I’d say not much
consideration of crime.”

Legal Violations
i.

“Money laundering and drug related activity”
In October 2003, the
Joyceville abattoir was
closed after inmates reported
“inappropriate activities.”
Allegations ranged “from
improper slaughtering and
meat handling practices, to
money laundering and drug
related activity.”

Investigations were conducted by the Ontario Provincial Police, the Ontario Ministry of
Agriculture and Food, and CSC’s “Pen Squad” investigative unit, resulting in a month-long closure
followed by a tentative “temporary agreement” between CSC and Wallace Beef moving forward.
Documents reveal that CSC was aware of drug trafficking issues long before inmates reported it.

ii.

Tobacco smuggling

According to prisoners at Joyceville Institution, the smuggling of contraband via the abattoir has
been happening for years.
“Guys working there might make three bucks an hour doing the work,” says Kevin Belanger,
former chairman of the Joyceville Inmate Committee, “but they can make $500 a day bringing in
bales of tobacco.”
“Lots of guys don’t last a day or even an hour on the job. They can’t do it. They come to the Inmate
Committee asking for help to get them transferred to another job.”
Belanger added that some inmates who lasted long on the job were the ones making money on the
side.
Prisoners have witnessed Wallace Beef staff being escorted off grounds by CSC security due to
involvement in contraband smuggling.xiv
“I can say it happened twice over the past three years,” says Belanger. “They both make a lot of
money, the staff and the inmate. It's all about money. It leads to a lot of trouble. Someone who is
hooked on it will do almost anything. This is not a road to go down. The Wallace Beef staff were
escorted off the property, never to return again, and the inmates are sent to a higher security
immediately by CSC.”
Complaints over security issues with Wallace Beef staff have been highlighted in internal CSC
communications for decades.

Institutional Violations
i.

Allowing inmates convicted of knife offences

Typical operations in the Joyceville abattoir involve Wallace Beef employees using a bolt gun to
stun the animals, after which prisoners use knives to bleed out and butcher the animals.xv
CSC’s written policies
require careful screening
of inmates working in
abattoirs, yet there is no
available record of this
screening having been
conducted, and there is
evidence that CSC has
disregarded protocol in
order to allow inmates
convicted
of
knife
offences and other violent
crimes to work in the Joyceville abattoir.

ii.

Rushing psychological assessments to “meet financial targets”

iii.

Discontinuing psychological assessments “due to liability concerns”

iv.

Prisoners working unsupervised

Regulatory Violations
i.

Questionable inspection practices

As discussed in Legal Violations, the
Joyceville abattoir was temporarily closed in
October and November 2003, following
investigations into meat safety and various
illegal activities.
This closure occurred only a few weeks after
OMAF inspectors had given Wallace Beef an
“A” audit rating, according to the 2004
Report of the Meat Regulatory and Inspection Review conducted by the Hon. Roland J. Haines.xvi
This report raises concerns
about the quality of inspections
and the widespread problem of
illegal activities and improper
slaughter in Ontario abattoirs,
including Wallace Beef.
It highlights the danger to
“unsuspecting consumers” who
“have no idea of the risks they
may be taking in pursuit of
inexpensive meat.”
The Joyceville abattoir services
some 350 farms throughout a
broad
geographic
area,
including farms that sell
“local” and “organic” meats
directly to consumers and
restaurants in the Kingston
region.xvii

ii.

Non-compliance with Federal Wastewater and Halocarbon Regulations

iii.

Improper disposal of blood

For years Wallace Beef was improperly disposing abattoir blood and effluent into the prison’s
water treatment plant, jeopardizing the health and safety of prisoners and prison staff, and
compromising water treatment infrastructure.

In addition to years of this form of improper blood disposal, inmates at Joyceville Institution
continue to report further improper blood disposal practices.
Since 2020 or earlier, inmates at Joyceville have observed CSC staff using a farm tractor to pick
up the blood tanks from the abattoir approximately twice weekly and spraying the blood over the
fields surrounding the institution.
“It happens every Thursday or Friday for sure, sometimes more often each week,” says Kevin
Belanger. “Thursdays are kill days at Wallace Beef.”
According to Belanger, the blood is being sprayed in proximity to ecologically sensitive waterways
behind Joyceville Institution. “We call them the lower fields, they are located behind the complex
on the road that leads down to the Rideau river.” Inmates have also complained of smell and pests.
After receiving this information, Evolve Our Prison Farms filed a complaint in June 2021 with the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), requesting an investigation.
OMAFRA indicated that spraying blood on fields is not common practice but it can be done if
proper protocols are in place and approval has been given to apply blood to fields as a composting
technique.
Francois Malette, OMAFRA’s Area Meat Inspection Manager, contacted the veterinarian
responsible for inspections at the abattoir who indicated that he never issued any approval for this
form of blood disposal. “There is no protocol in place at the provincial level. At the federal level,
it’s unknown, and unlikely.” Mr. Malette recommended reporting this to provincial and federal
ministries of environment since OMAFRA’s jurisdiction only covers what happens within the
boundaries of the abattoir itself. “As soon as the blood leaves the abattoir, it’s not under
OMAFRA’s jurisdiction.”xviii
Mr. Malette noted that this is a unique scenario. It is unclear what authority would be responsible
since any abattoir operating in Ontario would be under provincial jurisdiction, yet this abattoir is
owned by a federal agency and is located on federal land. It is a unique situation in Ontario and
Canada.

In July 2021, Evolve Our Prison Farms filed complaints with provincial and federal environmental
ministries, requesting investigation into ongoing improper blood disposal at the Joyceville abattoir.
On August 20 2021, Sarah Dick of the Ontario Ministry of Environment, Conservation, and Parks,
responded with a statement indicating that approval was in place for the application of nonagricultural source material (blood) onto the prison fields. We asked when that approval had been
put in place. At the time of publication, no response has been received.

iv.

Operating without a contract

Contractual Violations
i.

Legacy of contract breaches and repeated infractions
Wallace Beef has been in
repeated
violation
of
contract conditions since
the partnership with CSC
began in 1995.
Even after the serious
issues that prompted the
2003 closure of the
abattoir, CSC reintroduced
contracts that demonstrate
a high level of concern and
distrust in their partnership
with Wallace Beef.
CSC continuously revised
contract conditions and
inserted stronger language
regarding the imperative to
adhere to regulations and
contractual
obligations.
Still, contract violations
continue to occur and CSC
staff repeatedly complain
that problems with Wallace
Beef have “been going on
for years.”

Examples of broken contractual conditions include, but are not limited to:
X Wallace Beef must adhere to institutional security standards and protocols, comply with all
government contract regulations, and comply with CORCAN’s business policies
X Wallace Beef must comply with all federal, provincial, and municipal laws, by-laws and
regulations pertaining to the lands and premises
X Wallace Beef must provide training to a minimum of 10 offenders at a time (reduced in
subsequent contracts to eight, then six, then four, then two, and there were periods when no
inmates were employed, leading correctional staff to question “Why are we subsidizing a
private company when they aren’t employing inmates”)
X Wallace Beef must supervise offenders
X Wallace Beef is responsible for disposing all blood and effluent offsite
X Wallace Beef must pay monthly rent on schedule or the License Agreement shall “terminate
immediately”

ii.

Misuse of CSC property and ignoring protocol

iii.

Undue expense and stress on the institution

iv.

CSC has attempted to terminate contract since at least 1997

v.

“It’s Wallace Beef or bust”

According to Francois Malette (OMAFRA), the Joyceville abattoir is very old and has had
numerous issues related to disrepair over the years. Even changing a broken lightbulb is a complex
matter as the abattoir operator must adhere to CSC’s procurement policies. Disrepair and other
matters have been a longstanding source of frustration for CSC, Wallace Beef, and inspectors alike.
The current owner of Wallace Beef, Bruce Wallace, is nearing retirement. OMAFRA has indicated
that anyone taking over the abattoir contract with CSC would constitute a new operator which
would require obtaining a new licence. This would require bringing facility up to current code,
which would be a significant challenge requiring “a huge influx of money.” In other words,
according to Malette, “It’s Wallace Beef or bust.”
This could explain why CSC’s contract with Wallace Beef has been renewed for decades despite
countless violations, illegal activities, contractual breaches and staff frustrations.

Ethical violations
i.

Dangerous work, psychological impacts, and emotional desensitization

Dr. Amy Fitzgerald, a criminologist and expert in the use of prison labour in animal agriculture
industries, writes:
“Prisoners who have worked in the Joyceville abattoir have detailed ‘dangerous and denigrating
working conditions, as well as trauma related to inflicting or witnessing violence against animals’
(Struthers Montford, 2019).
Studies have pointed to potential negative community impacts of the animal slaughtering sector of
the industry, including documented increased crime rates where large operations are sited.
Those whose employment involves harming animals may also suffer psychological consequences.
Of note, one study found that, compared to a control group, butchers (n=82) were significantly
more likely to report experiencing somatization, obsessive-compulsiveness, depression, anxiety,
anger-hostility, paranoid ideation, and psychoticism (Emhan et al., 2012).”xix
Sue Donaldson, a writer and philosopher specializing in political theory and animal rights,
presented testimony to the Correctional Service of Canada in 2017, describing how animal
husbandry and slaughter work creates what is termed the “care-kill paradox.”
“It is widely accepted that husbandry is not an example of therapeutic human-animal relationship.
Rather, it creates what sociologists refer to as the ‘care-kill’ paradox, which arises in situations
like farming and animal research in which humans are trained on the one hand to provide care to
animals, while at the same time being trained to view them as products whom it is okay to harm,
coerce and kill. This leads to high rates of moral ambivalence, unease, cognitive dissonance and
psychological disorder amongst workers in animal industries – a widely-documented finding.”xx
CSC emails provide many examples of commonplace abattoir events that would be disturbing for
most individuals to experience, yet which result in emotional desensitization among those who
become attuned to it.

ii.

Troubling testimonies and Indigenous perspectives

Evolve Our Prison Farms has spoken with numerous inmates and formerly incarcerated persons
who have worked in the Joyceville abattoir. We have also spoken with individuals whose family
members have worked there, and correctional staff who have been impacted by the abattoir’s
operations. Here is a summary of some of the testimonies we have received:
X A woman whose incarcerated vegan husband was made to work in the abattoir under
pressure
X A formerly incarcerated person who published a book about his experiences, admitting that
he had beaten cows on the former prison farms (“My immediate job, however, was
preparing cows for slaughter. It was my job to decide which seven cows would end up on
death row on any given day. It was also my habit, while they waited to head down that
ramp to their fate, to read the Bible aloud to them… I’d grown up a lot since the days when
I was hitting the poor beasts with my fists.”)
X A CSC staff member who described her trauma at hearing the cows in the abattoir on kill
days (“It used to be just pitiful to hear the cattle bawling away in that building as I drove
in to work and they waited for their death which they could smell. I hate that place so
much.”)
X Numerous reports of injuries sustained by staff and inmates in the abattoir
X Reports of CSC staff who have stolen meat from the abattoir
X Reports of CSC staff “chuckling” about the “irony” of known violent inmates working in
the abattoir (“Our Research Division at NHQ has plenty of PhD social scientists with topnotch expertise in risk factors for reoffending, especially with violence. It's beyond me how
they could sanction any such callous violence.”)
X An inmate who describes the trauma of being anywhere near the abattoir (“I personally
could not be present in any area where animals are being killed. I have suffered a trauma
so profound because of the offense I committed that just the thought of seeing any living
thing die is unthinkable to me.”)
X An inmate who described a cow breaking through the corral to the abattoir and escaped
capture for six weeks until she was spotted by the prison tennis court, where inmates
trapped her and spent another two days trying to rope the cow as she charged at them in
self-defence.
One testimony stands out in particular. An Indigenous inmate at Joyceville Institution sent us a
statement he wrote at the urging of an Institutional Elder, saying that abattoir work is consistent
with his Indigenous beliefs: “I began working at the abattoir in late November of 2017. As a man,
and even more so, as an aboriginal man, I was brought up with the understanding of the
importance of being able to provide for your family and community. While working at the abattoir,
I can at least provide for someone’s table. All human-consumable meat is sent along for further
processing, the hides are picked up by a tanner, entrails, hooves, heads and such are processed
by a local mink and raw dog food producer. I’m not just a number, following people around with
a bloody mop bucket and a sweat towel. I am more able to understand the full cycle of life.”
It is important to note that over 30% of federal prisoners are Indigenous. Incarcerated Indigenous
labourers constitute a significant portion of Canada’s prison workforce.xxi

According to Dr. Margaret Robinson, the use of incarcerated Indigenous persons in animal
agriculture and slaughter work “ruptures Indigenous relationships to animals, and contradicts the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission Call To Action #42 regarding Justice: We call upon the
federal, provincial, and territorial governments to commit to the recognition and implementation
of Aboriginal justice systems.”xxii

iii.

Industry capitalizing on prison labour

The letter extracted from the Indigenous abattoir worker, cited above, later turned up in an Access
to Information package obtained by Evolve Our Prison Farms. Shortly after the letter was written
(January 2018), it was sent to the Minister of Public Safety by the leaders of the Save Our Prison
Farms advocacy group who lobbied since 2009 to protect the Joyceville abattoir from closure as
an economic necessity for their beef and dairy farming operations. In 2015, they also arranged for
Beef Farmers of Ontario to lobby the government on behalf of preserving the abattoir.

It is clear that there are financial and political considerations preventing the abattoir’s closure.
Without a lease with an operator, CSC would have “$0 leasing revenue for this purpose built
building” and would be on “the hook for all utility bills.”

Critically, the Commissioner of the Correctional Service of Canada made commitments to the
Minister of Public Safety in 2009 when the prison farms were being closed, to keep the abattoir
open. This commitment resulted from the lobbying of beef and dairy farmers representing the
National Farmers Union and the Frontenac Cattlemen’s Association, who also form the leadership
of the Save Our Prison Farms advocacy group and who now sit on CSC’s Prison Farm Advisory
Panelxxiii overseeing the implementation of a new prison farming operation that will consist of a
2200-goat commercial-industrial dairy operation,xxiv using underpaid prison labour to produce
milk destined for a Chinese infant formula factory for processing and export to China.xxv

iv.

Feeding mink fur trade

As detailed in the letter from the Indigenous abattoir worker, “entrails, hooves, heads and such are
processed by a local mink and raw dog food producer.” This is Stonehenge Industries, owned by
Walt Freeman in Battersea, Ontario. This mink fur farm produces 15,000 mink fur pelts per year
and farms a further 13,000 mink,xxvi and was the subject of a high-profile court case when an
animal activist was charged (and acquitted) for obtaining undercover footage of animal cruelty.xxvii

CONCLUSION
The history of legal, institutional, regulatory, contractual and ethical violations associated with the
Joyceville abattoir and CSC’s longstanding partnership with Wallace Beef far exceeds the scope
of what has been captured in this brief report.
The current contract between CSC and Wallace Beef expires on September 30, 2021. It is the
opinion of the author and reviewer of this report, as well as many correctional staff and the
incarcerated men at Joyceville Institution, that the contract should not be renewed.
Given the evidence that is now in the public domain, the renewal of the Joyceville abattoir contract
with Wallace Beef or any other effort to continue abattoir operations beyond the expiry of the
current contract is likely to result in negative press, increased regulatory scrutiny, and potential
legal challenges, in addition to ongoing frustration for CSC personnel and further psychological
harm to incarcerated persons.
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